
Chapter 5 :Combustion and fossil fuels

B.short answer type questions 1

1. Ignition temperature is the minimum temperature at which a substance starts 
burning.

    Calorific value of a fuel is the amount of heat produced in kilojoules when one 
gram of a fuel is completely burned. It is measure in kj/g, higher the callrifoc value 
more is the heat produced.

   Chemical process in which a substance burn in presence of air producing heat 
and light is called combustion

2. Kindly differentiate with two points each( refer page 66,67)

3. Refer page 69, the three points on left column

4. Refer page 76, the two points on right column

C. Short type questions 2

1. Paraffin

2. A flame is said to be produced when a combustible substances is in the vapour 
state and burns.

Non luminous zone

1. It is a zone of complete combustion
2. It is the outermost zone of flame
3. Here wax vapour gets oxygen from the air
4. It is the hottest zone and is faintly visible

Luminous zone

1. It is called the zone of complete combustion
2. It is pale yellow zone surrounding the no combustion zone
3. Wax vapour do not get enough oxygen from the air
4. Unburnt carbon particles becomes white hot giving the flame yellow in 

colour.

3. Refer page 70



    1. Draw the diagram

    2. Write point 1. 2. 3. 4. To complete the answer 

4. 1) Spontaneous combustion → The combustion in which substances suddenly 
burst into flames, without the application of any apparent cause is called 
spontaneous combustion. For example, sodium and phosphorus burn 
spontaneously in air, even when no external heat is provided to them.

2) Rapid combustion → The combustion in which substances burn rapidly to 
produce heat and light is called rapid combustion. In rapid combustion, external 
heat must be supplied so that the substances can burn. For example, when a 
burning matchstick is brought near a gas stove (with its knob turned on), LPG 
burns rapidly to produce heat and light.

5. Try by yourself.

D. Long answer type

1. Refer page 72 ( write 1.,2.,3.,4. Under characteristics of an ideal fuel)

2. Coal

 Coal is a fossil fuel. It comes from the remains of plants that died about 100 to 
400 million years ago. Coal is a non-renewable energy source because it takes 
millions of years to form.wood is considered a renewable energy source because 
its  energy comes from the sun and because it can regrow in a relatively short 
time.it is considered as renewable energy a s trees can be grown anytime 
according to our need.

   Petroleum

The petroleum that we are utilizing were formed more than 400 million years ago. 
Due to the really, really long duration of formation, we cannot extract more than 
already formed and thus, our resources get depleted. Our rates of extraction and 
utilization are far more than the formation rate of petroleum. Due to this, any 
organic matter that may have begun the process of conversion to petroleum may 
be extracted after millions of years. Petroleum is renewable but it's extraordinary 
formation durations and higher exploitation rates than formation rates, 
petroleum is classified under non-renewable resources



3. Solar energy

Solar energy is the source of all forms of energy. We use it for heating, lighting, 
cooling homes, generating electricity, water heating and varieties of industrial 
processes. It is the ultimate sources of energy, for example; sun’s heat causes 
wind to blow,contributing to growth of treesin which plants are used as biomass 
energy, and plays an important role in the cycle of evaporation and precipitation 
that makes hydropower possible

  Wind energy

Wind is the movement of air which occurs when warm air rises and cooler air 
rushes in to replace it. Wind energy has been used for centuries for sailing ships, 
drive windmills for grinding grains. Wind energy is captured by wind turbines 
generating electricity.

4 . Hydrogen is considered the best fuel due to its high calorific value. It cannot be 
used as domestic fuel for cooking due to problems related with their transport, 
storage and handling. Thus it used only where it is absolutely necessary. For 
example as a rocket fuel.

5 . Refer page 75 ( write the paragraph within pollution caused by fuels – when a 
fuel undergoes...... till known as pollution.

Kindly note: note copies will be checked so finish your work at the right time.


